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            Puddle: Art on Rainy Days
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              Do you hate rainy days? Here is a fun art activity to enjoy after a rainy day read- but don't just stay indoors- get outside and splash about a bit too! PUBLISHER:FARAR,STRAUS AND GIROUX ISBN: 978-0-374-31695 Puddle is the story of a little boy who hates rainy days because there just isn't anything to do! His mummy tries to cheer him up indoors with some drawing- which leads to some splashing about inside and out. The print changes colour in this text to show who is talking and the illustration has a lovely nostalgic feel- there's a cat and a...
Read more →
			  














 






    













            Funnybones: Paper Skeleton Craft
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              Publisher: Puffin Books ISBN: 978-0140565812 Here's another fun craft to make with your little learners- a paper skeleton! This craft was inspired by reading the picture book Funnybones by Janet and Allan Ahlberg. It's the original story from their classic picture book series. The story is about two silly skeletons (and their dog) who leave their dark, dark house and go on a scaring spree at night. But the skeletons encounter a difficulty - there's no-one awake to frighten! To make your own movable paper skeleton character, first download and print our free template. Then carefully cut around the skeleton...
Read more →
			  














 






    













            Billy's Bucket: Retelling The Story
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              Publisher: Red Fox ISBN: 978-0099438748 In everyday life, when you see or hear something interesting or entertaining, you usually share your story with others by retelling what happened in your own words. The skill of retelling is important. When I listen to children retelling a familiar story, I'm hoping that they communicate to me what meaning they made of the original text, an understanding of structure and an ability to use appropriate language such as time connectives- first, then and finally. I find the best children's stories to use for straightforward retelling are those that are easily remembered, with lots...
Read more →
			  














 






    













            Polar Bear, Polar Bear: Portrait Painting
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              Publisher: Puffin ISBN: 978-0141383514 This simple art activity was an opportunity to combine two painting techniques with bold, contrasting colours. But our fantastic children took it to a much higher level! After sharing Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? by Bill Martin and Eric Carle, the children gathered images and watched videos of polar bear families on the Arctic ice. As expected, this eventually led to a discussion about the decline of the species due to global warming and habitat loss. What I didn't expect was the children's decision to respond to the decline of polar bears directly...
Read more →
			  














 






    













            Newspaper Blackout Poetry
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              Publisher: Harper ISBN: 978-0061732973 Austin Kleon is an inspiring contemporary poet. He uses newspaper articles from the New York Times as unique canvases for creating his verse. The first thing I wanted to do, after trying it out myself, was to see if the older children I teach would find this technique successful and worth exploring. We began by visiting the official website Newspaperblackout.com, where the children could read examples by Austin and view poems shared by fans using his method. As we watched a short interview with the poet, I could see that the boys in particular were itching...
Read more →
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Hello And Welcome

	
			Thanks a bunch for visiting! We share fun learning activities and crafts, almost always inspired by popular children's picture books.
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AUTHORS AND ILLUSTRATORS

	
			Steve Anthony 

	Roald Dahl

	Raymond Briggs

	Rachel Bright

	Oliver Jeffers

	Nick Sharratt

	Neil Gaiman

	Mini Grey

	Lydia Monks

	Lois Ehlert

	Julia Donaldson

	Jon Klassen

	Eric Carle

	Emily Gravett

	David Lucas

	Chris Haughton

	Charlotte Stowell

	Benji Davies



	







#KIDLIT SITES

	
			7 Impossible Things

	Book Trust

	BookieWoogie

	Books for Keeps

	Curious Pages

	House of Illustration

	Picture Book Den

	Picture Book Illustration

	Playing By The Book

	Read It Daddy!

	Reading Rockets

	Story Arts

	The Book Chook

	Vintage Children's Books

	Wordpool



	







TEACHING BLOGS

	
			ABC and 123

	Book Corner

	BrickbyBrick

	LetChildrenPlay

	Literacy Trust 

	Play Based Learning

	Teacher Tom

	Teachers♥Smartboards

	TeachMama



	







SUPER ART TEACHERS

	
			Colours Of My Day

	KidsArtists

	MN art gal

	That Artist Woman

	Mary Making

	Laugh Paint Create

	Mrs Picasso's Artroom

	Art With Mrs Smith

	Lines Dots and Doodles

	Art For Small Hands

	Art Projects for Kids

	Painted Paper

	DeepSpaceSparkle



	






    
©Caroline Lennox
Learning Parade products are for personal and classroom use only. All resources contain original hand drawn artwork. There has been no endorsement of any of these resources from authors or publishers of any related stories or books. 
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